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He waka eke noa
We are all in this together

As COVID-19 has spread throughout the world, the actions of various militaries have been
reported daily. These reports cover how troops are helping
●
●

to support vital workers or economies.
to keep remote areas and towns supplied with water, food, and medical supplies.

Soldiers are trained to help society and protect it from all threats, including non-human ones. They
have been trained for centuries. It remains a proud tradition for our Army today.
Why is training important to the army? Why do soldiers spend months training to be part of the
New Zealand Defence Force (NZDF)?
Did they do the same training one hundred years ago?
In these activities we will be comparing the training of 100 years ago with today, and what the
army focuses on teaching new soldiers.
For each of the activities below:
- Read the sections carefully.
- Reflect on similarities and differences in past and present training.
- Respond to the activities and see what else you can find out about today’s military.
When you have completed the activities, compare your results with your classmates and teacher.
See if there are any lessons you can take and apply in your own surroundings or use as an
approach to problems.

World War One Medics

Modern NZDF Medics
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Activity 1: Training for Kiwis prior to
WW1 - General Godley
When General Godley was ordered to head to New Zealand
in 1908 he was not pleased with the news. He had been in
line to take over a prestigious staff college in England that
trained army officers; but instead, he was being sent to one
of the furthest away parts of the empire to begin to shape an
army out of a bunch of farmers.
Once he arrived, he realised just how much work he had to
do. The volunteer groups were poorly equipped and even
more poorly organised, with many officers lacking proper
training.
He did discover though, that New Zealanders had two things
to their credit. They had incredibly high morale, and perhaps
more importantly, a truly unique skill set. Many of these men
were already used to living with very little as they were so far
removed from sources of technology such as Europe or
Great Britain. They adapted and problem solved as the need
arose, making use of what they had available to them.

General Godley

Godley had to make sure that these skills were put to good use.
● First, he disbanded all the volunteer units and created regiments of both Infantry and
Mounted Rifles for certain areas (e.g. the 3rd Auckland Regiment).
● Secondly, these units were made permanent, meaning the soldiers were full time, with
a back-up force of volunteers or ‘Territorials’.
● Thirdly, the men were all issued the same uniforms and weapons as everyone else;
the only difference being their cap and collar badges to tell regiments apart. This
helped soldiers identify as New Zealand soldiers as opposed to regional ones.
Godley’s training revolved around building the soldier’s endurance, both physically (with long
marches), and mentally, (with vigorous exercise programmes). He invested heavily in training the
men to a much higher standard than was usually asked for, as New Zealand did not have millions
of men to call upon.
These measures were designed to accomplish several goals.
●
●
●

Toughen the soldiers mentally.
Toughen the soldiers physically.
Bring the soldiers together to learn teamwork, and cooperation.

Once the training of the army was fully underway, Godley turned his attention to the soldier’s diet
and medical needs. This led to our army having a much higher standard of food, especially fresh
food. The New Zealand Army was also the first in the world to have a dedicated Dental Corps.
1a Research Jesse Alfred Wallingford. How did he help Godley in making sure the New Zealand
soldiers were ready for war?
1b Think about how you would go about creating and equipping an army. What would be some of
the things you would have to think about? How are our health workers similar to the army with
their equipment needs, and their need for strong physical and mental health?
1c Why is mental health just as important as physical health?
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Activity 2: Training in the Modern New Zealand
Defence Force (NZDF) Ngāti Tumatauenga
In today’s NZDF, many of the lessons taught by Godley
are continued.
Physically, soldiers are pushed to be the best possible
versions of themselves. This high standard is set as soon
as a soldier joins up.

To be eligible for Army officer basic
training you need to:
1. be at least 17 years old.
2. have no criminal convictions.

This basic level of fitness makes sure that anyone who
wants to join the army knows what they must be able to
achieve physically. The high standards also attempt to
stop any recruits from holding their mates back from the
start.

3. have a minimum of NCEA Level
2 with 12 credits in English.

Once accepted into the army, recruits are trained
continuously, making sure they can carry their weapon,
gear and armour, and even each other – and ensuring they
have the stamina to go the distance no matter what they
are asked to do.

6. be a New Zealand citizen, or a
New Zealand residence class
visa holder.

Foot drill is a part of the
training regimen of
organised military and
paramilitary elements
worldwide. "Foot drill" or
"Drill" stems from time
since antiquity when
soldiers would march into
battle, be expected to
gather in a formation, and
react to words of command
from their commanders
once the battle
commenced.

4. hold a current and clean driver's
licence.
5. be medically and physically fit.

Drill is a vital part of training for the NZDF. Drill not only allows
the soldiers to look their best, it also builds team-work and
coordination with their officers and NCOs (non-commissioned
officers). It motivates soldiers to do their best. If even one
soldier is not perfectly in time with the rest, the whole drill
formation is ruined, or an exercise is failed. Certain forms of drill
are still taught in the same way as they were 100 years ago, for
example, the bayonet drill.
Much in the same way as Godley improved the overall diet of
soldiers, the NZDF is constantly seeking to improve the
nutritional values of the food the soldiers eat and making sure
they are kept as healthy as possible for as long as possible. 24
hour ration packs contain everything from jellybeans for the
sugar, to curries or stews for the protein and carbohydrates.
NZDF medical services are also well equipped and expertly
trained in order to provide as much care as possible.

2a See if you can find the contents of WW1 rations, and a modern ration pack. Compare the
contents and their value to troops. Would you make any changes? Why?
2b Look at videos of WW1 training and modern training online. Compare the two. Differences/
similarities?
2c How has warfare changed for the average soldier from WW1 to the present day?
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Activity 3: Physical Health – 100 Years Ago

Physical fitness and wellbeing has always been vital for the army. History is full of stories of what
happens when your soldiers are not looked after. During Napoleon’s retreat from Moscow, whole
regiments of his men were freezing and malnourished. Five out of every six men who marched
into Russia died there, primarily from exposure or starvation.
Most nations worked out very quickly the links between physical fitness and health. While obesity
wasn’t the issue that it is today, malnutrition certainly was. The bones of European soldiers that
have been recovered from 19th century battlefields show signs of numerous infections, a lack of
height brought on by poor food, and in some cases, even deformities.
Add to this, that medical care was still in its infancy. Many of the injuries suffered that would
nowadays be considered treatable, led to either amputations or death.
Unlike the nations of Europe, Britain (following the English Civil
War) preferred to keep their army small, but full time. This
resulted in the British being able to keep their soldiers relatively
happy and in good shape. This proved its worth during the
Napoleonic wars when professional British soldiers who had
had strict physical training were able to out-perform and outfight
their larger numbers of enemies.
The mental and physical strength built up by tough fitness and
training programmes as well as a consistent, healthy diet for
troops, created a strong, shared positive attitude within the
British Army, that was passed on to the New Zealand Army
through Godley.
In Asia, British soldiers were also encouraged to drink gin and
tonic as the quinine in tonic water was vital in combating
malaria.

A term that dates back to
the Napoleonic era which
reflects the British emphasis
on healthy eating for their
troops is the American slang
for an Englishman. The term
“Limey” is still used to
describe the Brits and refers
to the British army and
navy’s constant feeding of
their troops fresh fruit such
as oranges or limes in order
to maintain a source of
Vitamin C to prevent
diseases such as scurvy.

3a Are you or is someone you know, on a diet? How is that diet supposed to help?
3b Take a look at the NZDF fitness requirements on their website. How do you think those
exercises could help a soldier? (Get Force Fit | Military Fitness Training)
3c Have you been taking Vitamin C? How does it help the body?

World War One
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Activity 4: Mental and Physical Fitness
– 100 Years Ago
Territorial units (volunteer soldiers who are part time not full time) had
to attend regular training three to four times a year, and the regular
army was continuously drilled, sometimes to the chagrin of the
soldiers involved.
Training did not simply involve marching around the square or going
on route marches with full kit bags. Soldiers would have to undertake
daily physical training to strengthen their arms, legs and core
muscles as well as their lung capacity. The understanding of the
British army was that they were one of the smallest of the great
powers, but the quality of their individual troops was among the
highest.

chagrin
Annoyance or
distress.
initiative
The power or
opportunity to act or
take charge before
others do.

This tradition was passed on to the New Zealand Army by General
Godley. He wanted to ensure that each soldier could out-perform,
out-shoot and out-last their opponents through their mental and
physical fitness.
Mental fitness was achieved by ensuring that each soldier was
capable of showing initiative and taking command should those
above him be killed in combat. Initiative was something New Zealand
soldiers and officers displayed constantly throughout the First World
War and to the present day. For example, the New Zealander
Colonel William Malone, went so far as to refuse a direct order to
attack Chunuk Bair in daylight, instead delaying his attack until dawn
and successfully taking the objective with comparatively few
casualties.
In order to help soldiers improve, not only were they taught skills like
long distance communication, but the same text books used to train
officers were made available at affordable prices for soldiers to have
the opportunity to learn for themselves.
Above all the training conducted both then and now, was
done with the men in a unit. No one was trained on their
own and men were taught constantly to work with the men
of their own unit, and within their regiment; within their
division; working alongside other units with different
specialisations in order to create a fully working army.
4a Think of any team sports or games you play. What
kind of initiative could you show?
4b Do you do critical thinking at school? See if you can
find an historical example of critical thinking being
beneficial.
4c Why do you think working in a team is important? How
could initiative benefit, and how could it be unhelpful?
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Activity 5: Practice Army Drill!

“The Army is synonymous with sharp-dressed Soldiers carrying out precision drill

movements and inspiring ceremonies. Drill and ceremonies play a major role in every
soldier’s military experience. The primary importance of drill is to prepare troops for combat
by rapidly carrying out orders. Ceremonies go hand-in-hand with drill. During a ceremony,
troops align in various formations and carry out commands with uniform precision. Army
ceremonies instill honor, promote camaraderie and preserve tradition among soldiers. Prompt
obedience to every command is the first thing every new recruit must learn.”
Drill and ceremony: A time honored tradition. http://www.forthoodsentinel.com/
editorial/drill-ceremony-a-time-honored-tradition/article; retrieved May 5, 2020.

Attention

Bayonet

Full Drill

Mad Minute

Port Arms

Present Arms

Shoulder Arms

Vickers
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Beyond the Worksheet
-

See if you can find an historical example of poor fitness or diet causing an army to fail.

-

See if you can find an historical example of physical fitness or discipline helping an army to
win.

-

Watch the drill videos attached to this programme. Try out some of the moves.

-

Examine critical thinking exercises to do while at home in isolation. Sharpen up your brain!

Watch Video

Watch Video
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Links:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oz4BBPR5fvw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TGNY-3bIt7M
https://www.defencecareers.mil.nz/army/careers/about-army-reserves/
https://www.defencecareers.mil.nz/defence-careers/how-do-i-join/medical-and-health/
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